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The expert guide to deploying and managing any WebSphere Application Server V5.x application and environment
 

If you’re a WebSphere Application Server administrator or developer, this is your advanced guide for delivering applications rapidly, running them smoothly, and administering them efficiently. Four leading IBM consultants draw on their years of experience to illuminate the key steps involved in taking WebSphere Application Server applications from development to production. They focus on the areas most crucial to success, including application assembly and build, application and infrastructure configuration and administration, and application testing and verification. Along the way, they show how to implement automated deployment processes that can be executed frequently, reliably, and quickly -- so you can get your applications to market fast. The focus is on WebSphere Application Server Version 5.1, but much of the information applies to other versions. 

Coverage includes:

	Installing, testing, and managing WebSphere Application Server environments: clustering, security, messaging, integration, and more
	Deploying and managing key J2EE technologies: JDBC, Connectors, EJB, container managed and message driven beans, transactions, JMS, JavaMail, and more
	Deploying highly available, scalable multi-node WebSphere Application Server environments: clustering, distributed session management, and edge components 
	Advanced considerations: working with Java Management Extensions, caching, and much more 
	Performance tuning tools
	Troubleshooting
	Leveraging key WebSphere deployment and administration tools: ANT, wsadmin, Admin Console, and the Application Server Toolkit.
	Advanced discussions of J2EE and architectural concepts you need to deploy successfully -- with practical examples


About the Author

Roland Barcia is a Consulting I/T Specialist with IBM's Software Services for WebSphere, and he specializes in helping enterprise clients implement WebSphere, J2EE, and Web services solutions.

Bill Hines is a Certified Consulting I/T Specialist with IBM's Software Services for WebSphere. His expertise includes installation, configuration, tuning, dynacache, security, troubleshooting, and design/architecture of enterprise J2EE WebSphere applications.

Tom Alcott is an IBM Consulting I/T Specialist and a member of IBM's World Wide WebSphere technical sales support team, assisting customers in both the United States and abroad.

Keys Botzum is a Senior Consulting I/T Specialist with IBM Software Services for WebSphere. He has over 10 years' experience in large-scale distributed system design and now specializes in security.
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Instructional Design in the Real World: A View from the TrenchesInformation Science Publishing, 2003
Over the past few years, traditional instructional design systems have been adapted and modernized to work within environments other than academia. The environments and systems that affect the analysis, design, development, implementation and evaluation processes have been expanded from just an educational environment to encompass corporations,...
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David Busch's Sony Alpha DSLR-A850 Guide to Digital PhotographyCourse Technology PTR, 2010

	With the Alpha DSLR-A850, Sony has combined 24 megapixels of full-frame resolution with the compact body and ease of use that the Alpha models are known for. David Busch's Sony Alpha DSLR-A850 Guide to Digital Photography shows discerning photographers like you how to take outstanding pictures with this sophisticated and cutting-edge...
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New Challenges in Applied Intelligence Technologies (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2008
The field of intelligence technologies covers a variety of computational approaches that are often suggested and inspired by biological systems, exhibiting functional richness and flexibility of natural behavior. This class of technologies consists of such important approaches as data mining algorithms, neural networks, genetic algorithms, fuzzy...
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Peroxiredoxin Systems: Structures and Functions (Subcellular Biochemistry)Springer, 2007

	This book contains a broad survey on the peroxiredoxins. It involves almost all groups that contributed significant insights into the emerging field. Coverage discusses the diverse biological roles of the new protein family in the context of other antioxidant systems like those based on heme or selenium catalysis. In addition, the book...
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Java Open Source Programming: with XDoclet, JUnit, WebWork, HibernateJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
 Discover how to develop full-scale J2EETM applications quickly and efficiently using the best Open Source tools
    Written by leading authorities in the field, this book shows you how to leverage a suite of best-of-breed Open Source development tools to take the pain out of J2EE and build a complete...
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Microsoft Access 2016: The Complete GuideCreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2015

	Microsoft has made many strides with the Access program since its invention. Over the years it has risen has one of the most dominant database programs with user-friendly features. Access 2013 is a part of the Office 2012 and so have similar commands and features as that of Microsoft Word and Microsoft Excel. Information can easily be shared...
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